1. Time was too tight — need to get earlier.

2. Differences should not be compromised. They should be faced up to, reflected (Cf. inside).

3. We should include Tadum — Next alternative.

More weight to political perception (variations with levels deeper understanding)

so that when we look at Salt I we don't close down for Salt III.

4. Tim will write more.
1). Range & set options under Vlad. principles

2). Analysis of ultimate relationship that should exist between U.S. & Soviets at low levels.

3). Notification requirements - all that raw output paper for President.
Agree - Not they are

conditions of reaching
an agreement

Cruise & These Conditions will have to mirror
in Salt II.

Concern that we
don't adequately know-
in the long run what
cruise testing is going
to take us:

Hitchets - if we
drop - what can we
get - in ways of

Some would
1. Range within Vlad:
   a) Adjust in Fan form
      - Guidance
      - Backpin
      - Milka
      - Thru weight

2. Significant reductions as alternatives to Vlad:
   What would be components
   - Longer term
   - Deep cuts

3. Recommendation for Hand

4. Ban of Civil Defense
   Exchange of info.